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The stru ture of 56 Ni is studied by using the non-relativisti Skyrme Hartree-Fo k and the relativisti Hartree approximation in an axially deformed ylindri al oordinate. We found several
intrinsi ex ited states, in luding the spheri al ground-state solution. Without in luding any extra
- luster orrelations, the possible luster on gurations of the resonan e states are analyzed, showing the multiple N=Z, -nu leus like, luster stru tures for hyper-deformed states, but, ontrary to
the re ent experimental possibilty of a ternary ssion de ay, we predi t a two luster or symmetri
ssion on guration for the hyper-hyperdeformed state.
PACS numbers: 21.60.-n, 21.60.Gx, 24.10.Jv

I.

INTRODUCTION

The ompound nu leus 56 Ni is a well studied system both experimentally and theoreti ally. In an early
study, Betts [1, 2℄ measured the mass spe trum of the
75 and 80.6 MeV 16 O+40Ca!56 Ni . A subsequent ex itation fun tion measurement of the 16 O+40 Ca rea tion
by Di hter et al. [3℄, on rming the previous results of
[1, 2℄, indi ates an expli it preferen e for -nu leus (N=Z
nu lei) transfer, whi h is best understood as a (binary)
olle tive mass transfer in the dynami al fragmentation
theory, using either the proximity po ket formula [4{6℄
or the nu lear potential based on the energy density formalism [7℄. The same result of preferred -nu leus fragments was observed in the 32 S+24 Mg entran e hannel
rea tion at two in ident energies, Elab =121.1 and 141.8
MeV [8, 9℄, interpreted as the (statisti al) emission of intermediate mass fragments (IMFs) from an equilibrated
ompound nu leus (CN) within the framework of the Extended Hauser-Feshba h Method (EHFM) [10℄, the s ission point model, [EHFM is an extension of the HauserFeshba h formalism whi h gives a detailed analysis of the
ompound nu leus de ay by emission of light parti les n,
p, , and -rays℄, or (the emission of IMF's) as binary ssion de ay in a statisti al saddle-point "transition-state"
model (TSM) [8, 9, 11℄. Alternatively, the IMF's are
onsidered as the dynami al olle tive mass motion of
preformed lusters through the barrier in a, so- alled,
dynami al luster-de ay model (DCM), also applied on
equal footings to the emission of light parti les n, p, and
[12℄. Note that both the light parti les and ssion-like
IMFs (or lusters) of -nu lei onstitute the CN fusion
ross-se tion. The symmetri and asymmetri ssion of
56 Ni has also been studied within the generalized liquid drop model, in luding the nu lear proximity energy
and angular momentum e e ts [13℄. Interestingly, quasi-

mole ular hyperdeformed on gurations are obtained at
suÆ iently high angular momenta, whi h might orrespond to some of the experimentally observed resonan es
[1, 2, 14, 15℄, while for lower spins the ssion barriers
are suÆ iently high and wide to allow fusion- ssion phenomena. In another study [16℄, the quasi-mole ular resonan e states in 28 Si+28 Si!56 Ni are shown to be of a
di-nu lear on guration within a two- entre shell model
des ription. Apparently, all these studies point to a binary ssion or lustering pro ess. In a very re ent study,
however, in addition to the pure binary events, ternary
ssion events with a missing (third) mass of 2 or 3 parti les are also observed [17℄ in an (unpublished) experiment of 32 S+24 Mg rea tion at Elab =163.5 MeV. Ternary
ssion was also found in the neighbouring 36 Ar+24 Mg
rea tion [18℄. In the present paper, we look for the lustering stru ture of 56 Ni in both the ground and ex ited
(resonan e) states, using the two di erent mean- eld approa hes of non-relativisti Skyrme Hartree-Fo k (SHF)
and relativisti mean eld (RMF). The question is: Do
lusters exist in 56 Ni and, if yes, is its ssioning state just
a binary- luster state or of a ternary- luster nature?
Alpha-parti le and/ or -nu leus lustering is a general
feature of N=Z, like nu lei in the light-mass region
[19{21℄ and the RMF al ulations are now known [22℄ to
reprodu e the
luster as well as - and non- -nu leus
luster stru tures for light nu lei. In other words, the
nu leus stru ture is experimentally as well as theoreti ally well understood for N=Z, nu lei. For example,
in RMF approa h, the 8 Be is shown to be of an luster stru ture [22℄. Then, the ground state of 12 C is
believed to orrespond to a 3 -parti les on guration in
an equilateral triangle [23℄, distin tly supported by the
above mentiond RMF al ulation [22℄. At a higher deformation =2.33, the 3 linear hain stru ture for 12 C
is also learly seen in these RMF al ulations [22℄. In
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16 O, the ex ited 0+ state is predi ted to be a oplanar
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on guration with parti les forming a kite-like stru ture [23, 24℄, on e again se onded by the RMF formalism
with a quadrupole deformation 2 = 0:95 at an intrinsi ex itation energy of 14.89 MeV [22℄. Similarly, the and -nu leus lustering stru tures of 20 Ne, 28 Si, 32 S and
36 Ar are well explained in several studies using either the
- luster model [25{27℄ or the RMF formalism [22, 28℄,
although the two approa hes are very di erent on eptually. Then, there is also enough experimental eviden e
for the existen e of extremely deformed oblate and triaxial luster on gurations in A = 4n nu lei [27, 29, 30℄.
Thus, the above noted re ent study of lustering stru tures in light nu lei using the RMF formalism [22℄, and
the same in heavy, superheavy and super-superheavy nulei [31{33℄ is rather a lear indi ation that the RMF is a
suitable frame-work for studying the lustering stru ture
of nu lei for all masses of the Periodi Table, and hen e
56 Ni nu leus forms an interesting ase from the heavier
part of the light-mass region. Note that no expli it luster orrelations are addd here in the RMF analysis of
-nu leus stru ture in either the light, heavy, superheavy
or super-superheavy nu lei.
The non-relativisti mean eld formalism, like that of
Skyrme Hartree-Fo k (SHF), is also used for the lustering analysis of heavy, superheavy and super-superheavy
nu lei [31, 33℄, but here the lustering e e ts are found
to be not as apparent and universal as in RMF formalism. On e again, no - luster orrelations were in luded
in these al ulations. Therefore, in view of the very good
su ess of RMF method for light mass nu lei, it should be
of interest to see the appli ation of SHF method to light
mass nu lei su h as 56 Ni, and ompare its results with
the RMF results, for both the resonan e and ssioning
states. In other words, in this study, we aim at seeing the
presen e of - luster like orrelations in SHF analysis of
light mass nu lei, like the ones already found to exist in
RMF method. Note that both the SHF and RMF theories are known to be equally su essful for explaining the
ground state properties.
II.
A.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The Skyrme Hartree-Fo k (SHF) Method:

There are many known parametrizations of Skyrme
intera tion whi h reprodu e the experimental data for
ground-state properties of nite nu lei and for the observables of in nite nu lear matter at saturation densities, giving more or less omparable agreements with
the experimental or expe ted empiri al data. The general form of the Skyrme e e tive intera tion, used in the
mean- eld models, an be expressed as a density fun tional H [34, 35℄, given as a fun tion of some empiri al
parameters, as

H = K + H0 + H3 + Heff +    + : : :

(1)

where K is the kineti energy term, H0 the zero range,
H3 the density dependent and Heff the e e tive-mass
dependent terms, whi h are relevant for al ulating the
properties of nu lear matter, are fun tions of 9 parameters ti , xi (i = 0; 1; 2; 3) and , given as

H0 = 14 t0 (2 + x0 )2 (2x0 + 1)(2p + 2n ) ; (2)




H3 = 241 t3  (2 + x3 )2 (2x3 + 1)(2p + 2n ) ; (3)




Heff = 81 [t1 (2 + x1 ) + t2 (2 + x2 )℄ 

+ 81 [t2 (2x2 + 1) t1 (2x1 + 1)℄ (p p + n n ):
(4)

The kineti -energy K = 2~m2  , a form used in the Fermi
gas model for non-intera ting fermions. The other terms
representing the surfa e ontribution of a nite nu leus,
with b4 and b04 as additional parameters, are




HS = 161 3t1 (1 + 21 x1 ) t2 (1 + 21 x2 ) (r~ )2


1 3 t (x + 1 ) + t (x + 1 )
1 1 2
2 2 2
16
h
i
 (r~ n )2 + (r~ p )2 :

(5)

h
i
HSJ~ = 12 b4r~  J~ + b04 (n r~  J~n + p r~  J~p ) : (6)

Here, the total nu leon number density  = n + p and
kineti energy density  = n +p , and the spin-orbit density J~ = J~n + J~p. The subs ripts n and p refer to neutron
and proton, respe tively, and m is the nu leon mass. The
J~q =0; q=n or p for spin-saturated nu lei, i.e., for nu lei
with major os illator shells ompletely lled. At least
eighty-seven parametrizations of the Skyrme intera tion
are published sin e 1972 [36℄ where b4 = b04 = W0 , but
we have used here the Skyrme SkI4 set with b4 6= b04
[37℄. This parameter set is designed for onsiderations
of proper spin-orbit intera tion in nite nu lei, related
to the isotope shifts in Pb region. Several more re ent
Skyrme parameters su h as SLy1-10, SkX, SkI5 and SkI6
are obtained by tting the Hartree-Fo k (HF) results
with experimental data for nu lei starting from stability
to neutron and proton drip-lines [34, 37{39℄. However,
for a stable nu leus like 56 Ni, SkI4 should be enough to
illustrate our result. The pairing e e ts are added here
within the standard BCS formalism, with the Æ-for e [40℄.
The total binding energy of a nu leus is the integral of
the density fun tional H.
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B.

The Relativisti

Mean Field (RMF) Method:

The relativisti mean eld approa h is well-known and
the theory is well do umented [28, 41{47℄. Here we start
with the relativisti Lagrangian density for a nu leonmeson many-body system, as
L = i fi  M g i + 21     21 m2 2
1 
1 g 3 1 g 4 g
s i i

3 2
4 3
4
+ 12 m2w V  V + 41 3 (V V  )2 gw i  i V
1 B~  :B~ + 1 m2 R~  :R~ g ~ :R~


 i
i
4
2 
1 F  F
 (1 3i ) A :
(7)
 e i
i 
4
2

All the quantities have their usual well known meanings.
From the relativisti Lagrangian we obtain the eld equations for the nu leons and mesons. These equations are
solved by expanding the upper and lower omponents
of the Dira spinors and the boson elds in an axially
deformed harmoni os illator basis with an initial deformation. The set of oupled equations is solved numerially by a self- onsistent iteration method. The baryon
(ve tor), s alar, isove tor and proton densities are, respe tively, as
 (r ) =

X

' y (r )' (r ) ;

(8)

 s (r ) =

X

' y (r ) ' (r ) ;

(9)

 3 (r ) =

X

' y (r )3 ' (r ) ;

(10)

 p (r ) =

X

' y (r )





1 +  3 ' (r ) :
2

(11)

The entre-of-mass motion energy orre tion is estimated by the usual harmoni os illator formula
E :m: = 34 (41A 1=3). The quadrupole deformation
parameter 2 is evaluated from the resulting proton
and neutron
quadrupole moments, as Q = Qn +
p
Qp = 16=5(3=4AR2 2 ) [42, 43℄. The root mean
square
(rms) matter radius is de ned as < r2 >=
1 R (r? ; z )r2 d ; here A=mass number, and (r?m; z ) is
A
the deformed density [43℄. The total binding energy and
other observables are also obtained by using the standard
relations, given in [42℄. We use here the well known NL3
parameter set [48℄. The NL3 set not only reprodu es
the properties of stable nu lei but also well predi t for
those far from the stability valley. Also, the isos alar
monopole energy agrees ex ellently with the experimental values for di erent regions of the Periodi Table. The
measured superdeformed minimum in 194 Hg is 6.02 MeV

above the ground [49℄ whereas in RMF al ulation with
NL3 set this number is 5.99 MeV [48℄. All these fa ts
give us on den e to use this older, though very mu h
still in use, NL3 set for the present investigation.
As outputs, we obtain di erent potentials, densities,
single-parti le energy levels, radii, deformations and the
binding energies. For a given nu leus, the maximum
binding energy orresponds to the ground state and other
solutions are obtained as various ex ited intrinsi states.
For studying the lustering aspe ts and subsequently the
de ay mode of various resonan e states, the densities and
quadrupole deformations are very important. The proton, neutron and matter densities are obtained in the
positive quadrant of the plane parallel to the symmetry
axis. As we hoose z -axis as the symmetry axis, the densities are evaluated in the z plane, where x = y = .
As the spa e re e tion symmetry about z -axis, as well
as  axes, is onserved in our formalism, the results obtained in the positive quadrant are suitably re e ted in
other quadrants so as to have a omplete pi ture in the z
plane. Su h unbroken symmetries of our numeri al proedure leads to several limitations, whi h are dis ussed
in our earlier work [22℄.
III.

CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

First of all, we have al ulated the potential energy
surfa e (PES) for 56 Ni, using the Skyrme Hartree-Fo k
(SHF) method with SkI4 parameter set [36℄. Sin e all the
lo al minima, in luding the ground state on guration,
exist in a multi-deformed spa e, we take into a ount the
e e ts of quadrupole, o topole and hexade apole deformations in both the SHF and RMF al ulations. The
al ulated PES for SHF is shown in Fig. 1 for a wide
range of oblate to prolate deformations. We noti e from
this gure that minima appear at 2  0:6, 0.0, 0.4 and
1.8. Considering these minima as the pre ur ers for the
ground and intrinsi ex ited isomari states, we looked
for di erent solutions in di erent regions of the PES,
using both the RMF and SHF formalisms. The di erent solutions found at various quadrupole deformations
2 with di erent intrinsi binding energies B.E., as well
as the matter radii rm are listed in Table I. The pairing orrelations ould be ignored here, sin e 56 Ni, with
N=Z=28, is a double magi nu leus. However, we found
the role of pairing when we performed our SHF and RMF
al ulations with and without pairing taken into a ount
(see Table I). Interestingly, in the RMF model al ulations, the intrinsi minima, ex ept the spheri al ground
state, are washed-out with the BCS onstant-gap pairing
swit hed-on. The small barriers (or shallow minima) at
2 =-0.598, 0.403 and 1.828 be ome smooth by adding
pairing intera tions in the RMF al ulations. In the SHF
al ulations, however, only the oblate solution disappears
with pairing in luded. This means that the results of
RMF al ulations are very sensitive to pairing and are almost insensitive for the SHF model. On the other hand,
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only for open shell nu lei, and it ould be ignored for a
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In other words, in order to get a omparable analysis of
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TABLE I: Cal ulated binding energies (B.E.), deformation
parameters ( 2 ) and matter distribution radii (rm ) for 56 Ni,
using RMF (NL3 parameter set) and SHF (SkI4 set). The
binding energy is in MeV and the radius rm is in fm.
B.E.(MeV)
rm
2
SHF
without pairing 462:292
-0.598
3:967
483:826
0.000
3:639
478:683
0.403
3:769
448:968
1.828
4:697
437:184
2.846
5:423
400:776
5.748
7:225
with pairing
483:711
0.001
3:639
478:812
0.404
3:768
437:304
2.810
5:401
415:124
4.874
6:730
412:056
8.882
8:777
RMF
without pairing 461:218
-0.583
3:918
482:562
0.000
3:601
475:803
0.405
3:760
435:749
2.453
5:145
with pairing
482:865
-0.000
3:698

−5

FIG. 1: The potential energy surfa e for 56 Ni using SkI4 for e
in SHF method.
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ode, it is evident from this gure that the entral part
has the largest density distribution (0.1, with red in
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the hyper-deformed, 2 =1.828 solution, whi h looks very
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oblate solution, the prolate deformed solution ( �  =0.40�

also has a dense two luster on guration at the middle�

surrounded by a lesser dense medium. Note that the su�
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j j=1 means only one type of nu leons (protons or neu�

trons), and j j=0 represents the N=Z, ( -nu leus type�


symmetri nu lear matter. The intermediate values o�
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all the 4 solutions, the entral part ontains a pure N=�
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symmetri nu lear matter, followed by a slightly asymmetri nu leon layer whi h goes on in reasing su h that
at the surfa e only a thi k layer of pure nu leons (protons
or neutrons) appears. Thus, the one, two or three luster stru tures, respe tively, of spheri al, deformed or superdeformed (prolate/ oblate) or hyper-deformed shapes
are all of pure N=Z, -nu leus type matter.
Fig. 3 shows the matter density and asymmetry parameter al ulations for higher deformations, leading towards a hyper-hyperdeformed ssion on guration. Interestingly, at 2 =2.81, the matter spreads into a multiple -nu leus luster system, a result in omplete agreement with the early experiments [1, 2℄, old al ulations
based on dynami al fragmentation theory [4{6℄, and even
the new experiments [8, 9℄ and their theoreti al understanding in terms of the dynami al luster-de ay model
[12℄, mentioned above in the Introdu tion. As the deformation in reases, at 2 =4.87 the multi- luster stru ture ulminates ba k into two big lusters, separated by
a narrow ne k. The two lusters then go on separating from ea h other and get ompletely separated in to
two major binary produ ts at 2 = 8:88 with no emission of a smaller produ t. If one examines the asymmetry parameter ontour plots for the subsequent deformations, the N=Z matter appears at the entre for
2 =2.81 and 2 =4.87. This N=Z symmetri nu lear
matter is surrounded by more asymmetri layers whi h
get elongated gradually with the in rease of deformation,
and nally separated into two fragments without predi ting any ternary ssion, ontradi ting the (unpublished)
experimental observation [17℄. In addition to the main
binary produ ts, however, a highly neutron/proton-ri h
matter learly exists in the ssion state.
In Fig. 4, l.h.s., we have shown the matter density
ontour plots for the RMF solutions obtained with NL3
parameter set at various ex itation energies. Similar to
the ase of SHF, the RMF al ulations also give the four
solutions of smaller deformations with highly dense lusters visible in the entral region. In the superdeformed
oblate ase, two highly dense lusters appear, whereas
for the spheri al ground state solution, like for SHF,
the entre is a thin layer of nu leons sourrounded by a
higher density thi k layer. The density distribution for
2 =0.405 also show two distin t lusters surrounded by
a thin layer of nu leons. The luster formation gets more
and more pronounded with the in rease of deformation,
giving six distin tly visible lusters for 2 =2.453. The
density distribution in this ase is very elongated, with a

In summary, we have studied the lustering phenomena in 56 Ni nu leus at various intrinsi isomeri states,
where some of them are the mole ular resonan e states.
The lustering phenomena is learly visible in both the
RMF and SHF formalisms, although the two approa hes
are very di erent from the alpha- luster model [25{27℄
or other methods su h as Fermioni mole ular dynami s (FMD) [51℄ and antisymmetrized mole ular dynami s
(AMD) [20℄ whose results are very en ouraging for N=Z
exoti nu lei. While analyzing the matter density distributions of various intrinsi states, we found multiple
-nu leus like luster stru tures in 56 Ni, without adding
any expli it - luster orrelations from outside. Both
the models, however, failed to give the ternary ssion
at the hyper-hyperdeformed ssioning on guration, ontrary to the re ent experimental possibilities. However,
the multiple -nu leus lusterization is in agreement with
many earlier experiments. There is still some s ope in the
present models to take into a ount the parity re e tion
symmetry and orrelations beyond the mean eld, whi h
may be a greater limitation at present.
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